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[1]: http://www.eclipse.org/sirius/

What is                       ?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sirius is a Model Driven engineering tool developed by Obeo and Thales with the help of the community.It is a graphical tool where the user can edit the properties of diagrams and other visualizations within the visualization itself.



[2]: https://www.eclipse.org/sirius/doc/developer/Architecture_Overview.html
[3]: https://www.eclipse.org/forums/index.php/t/1070145/

Architecture!
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Presentation Notes
I will provide some more info on the tool used. As you can see in the diagram Sirius is built on top of the eclipse platform. Eclipse is rather extendable and Sirius acts like a plugin in this system.



[2]: https://www.eclipse.org/sirius/doc/developer/Architecture_Overview.html
[3]: https://www.eclipse.org/forums/index.php/t/1070145/

Architecture!
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Presentation Notes
Higher up we have EMF or Eclipse modeling framework. EMF is used to design the ecore meta-models. Editors can be generated to edit stored data textually. Sirius extends these capabilities by allowing to edit the data within the diagrams themselves. This layer is where model transformations happen.EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework)Ecore -> framework for describing models, includes code generation, creates java classes for model



[2]: https://www.eclipse.org/sirius/doc/developer/Architecture_Overview.html
[3]: https://www.eclipse.org/forums/index.php/t/1070145/

Architecture!
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Presentation Notes
On top, interpreting the models, you can see how the Sirius Tooling is split from the Sirius Runtime. This has the advantage of a smaller package for the end users which will not have any of the tools needed to edit the underlying structure.The Sirius runtime is where the user would interact with the models.This is not the only way Sirius splits its architecture. The core is also split from any dialect specific extensions (Diagrams, trees, …). This way more dialects can be developed by third parties.If you have ever worked with Sirius you would have noticed it uses the GMF notation and runtime.The internal model is computed from the designed domain- and specification model.Then the Sirius internal diagram model is used as the semantic model for the notation model.GMF tooling was used to initialize the GMF code to manipulate the internal Sirius diagram model but now the generated code and GMF tooling are not used anymore.EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework)       – Ecore -> framework for describing models, includes code generation, creates java classes for modelGMF (Graphical Modelling Framework) – Not used anymore (Custom graphical editors in Sirius)



[4]: http://economie.fgov.be/nl/consument/Energie/Elektriciteit/Controle_installations
[5]: http://www.werk.belgie.be/defaultTab.aspx?id=593
[6]: http://www.epc-platform.be/files/arei-beknopt-vincotte.pdf

Electricity as a use-case…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guidelines exists to validate whether a system is up to specifications, the AREI.Requirements could be collected from these guidelines and implemented directly into the model checking utilities.



Eclipse
Draws on Eclipse plugins
Extendable because of API
Fast way to edit

Higher entry point

Node.js
Standalone bootstrapped
Extendable with models
Uncommon shortcuts
Custom UI
Easy first steps
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Sirius is not the only tool!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Sirius is a graphical modeling tool it’s best to compare it to other tools in the same category.The distributed nature of AToMPM vs the Eclipse based Sirius is hard to compare, both have their qualities.Sirius has the advantage of a well established platform with a huge user base.The only way to extend Sirius functionality except for using Eclipse plugins is through the API which allows creating any type of new representation. While in AToMPM this is done by creating new models.When you know your way around the many properties and menus of Sirius, it is quite easy to edit models in a fast way thanks to the table representations.The way Sirius is designed makes it a little bit harder to get your first model.



Why Sirius?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not all.A lot more can be done using extra plugins which add functionalities like model transformations and animations.More interesting properties and validation rules can be created.Some experimental features like special layout etc…



Q:

A:

Questions?
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What can you do with the tree view?

You can create these official diagrams.



Q:

A:

Questions?
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How does the modeling experience look?

Very similar: concrete and abstract syntax with meta-
models.



Q:

A:

Questions?
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How can this be expanded?

More diagrams styles.
Model transformation for optimization and multi-
wire layouts.
More components like transformers and junctions.
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